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Section-III: Student's observations about JN College

1. The toilet should be cleaned regularly, Wi-fi facilities should be available for all the students, Teacher should focused on practical
knowledge, the college infrastructure should be based on modern facilities.  
2. My observation is mostly positive, however from academic point my strict personal view is that concepts based education must be
encouraged along with getting more marks. Technology in education is being adopted in my college which is appreciable and needs to be
developed more. Also, adding to the point IT facilities like WiFi needs to be provided to whole campus. Overall I believe in due course of
time my college will become prominent college in Assam.  
3. Relationship between our college teacher staff very good.that is outstanding. 
4. TDC 1st year 
5. Excellent 
6. EVERYTHING IS GOOD 
7. It focuses on both academic as well as socio-cultural areas. It has an amulgated environmnet, which includes studies, sports, art and
culture etc. 
8. As a student I want to say that this is one of the best college near me, specially the facilities available in the college are excellent. For
science stream this college is great but yes there are some time management problem. The biggest problem of the college is its
website,so I would like to request college authority to solve the problem of the website as soon as possible. Thank you 
9. Very good 
10. Excellent 
11. Very good 
12. I have observed that both the teaching and non teaching staff of the college is very friendly and helpful. Also the campus is clean and
peaceful. It has all the facilities that are necessary for students.  
13. Excellent 
14. Specially Jnc is very good plateform for higher education. 
15. The facilities that they are providing is V good, the library, the canteen, the classrooms are all ok for us, but the faculties many a time
go off their duty, do not do the regular classes. I think it would be better if they do our class in a regular sense. Thank you that's all -
Anonymous 
16. Overall good  
17. Good 
18. Overall good  
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19. Outstanding,excellent,all the teachers and the stuff are too good ,teachers are helpfull ,so freindly 
20. Don't have any 
21. Good but proper utilization and maintenance of the College campus need to improved. And department other than Mathematics
should be improved 
22. Thank you 
23. The college campus is neat and clean! Once you enter the campus via the main gate, you'll be greeted by the shade of all the tall and
greenish on both the sides of the road and the entrance! The canteen provides edible items at an affordable range. The in-built bookstore
within the campus provides books and study materials for different courses, thereby saving us the trouble to look for those books in other
bookstores, the college library is my favourite spot so far in the campus, it's calm and silent thereby giving me the space and peace to
continue any of my readings or writings there within the college premises.  
24. good 
25. GOOD 


